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Terraria calamity boss progression list

Bosses are aggressive, resistant enemies that present a significant challenge to players. Defeating a boss is usually effective in advancing the game in some way. Each has its own way of summoning. For example, most employers have linked summons cases that can be used to manually spawn them under certain
conditions, while there are others that will appear after the player interacts in a certain way with the environment. Event bosses only appear during their respective events and leave when the event ends. Mini-bosses are also there and seem to have only failed during certain biomes after a certain boss, stating the same
amount of difficulty as many ordinary employers. Mod ordeal expands on the number of bosses that can be challenged during the game, each of the unique AI and drops. Most need to use boss summoning items in order to spawn, but others have more unique pre-requirements. The initial failure of employers (both
vanilla and ordeal) typically results in some kind of change within the world, it's new enemies appearing or meteor crashes, shown by status messages to players direct towards new content. Many also drop Lauer's entrances, usually explaining what they are and why. The Ministry of Defence now adds twenty-two new
chief encounters. In expert mode, bosses drop treasure bags that contain powerful unique expert items in addition to their natural drops. However, many employers also have new and unique attacks offering players with new challenges to ride if they hope to be rewarded to drew. The new difficulty modes of mod ordeal,
revenge mode and death mode, increase the challenge even further, often to levels that require hard training and full knowledge of boss combat if players are hoping to get rewarded with unique valuable modes. There are other cases that enable certain modes that can put the player on the test and further increase the
reward the player can consume, such as Ron Defiled and Armageddon, while other items such as Iron Heart are for bragging rights. Most employers in the ordeal are designed to be much more difficult than vanilla Terraria bosses, presenting an even challenge to seasoned players, but don't have to progress through
vanilla game content. To make up for this, they often drop more powerful equipment and unlock new rows of improvements. Any boss who is alive is a debuff Zen boss who reduces the spawning rate the enemy imposes. After the player has killed The Lord of the Moon, a whole new level of progress opens up that
contains several very powerful bosses who will push the game's mechanics to their limit. It serves to test player skills and game knowledge and allow for additional rows of weapons and items beyond what Terraria's endgame offers. Un standby players will find these bosses spectacularly difficult, If proper preparation is
made, all of them can be defeated at their respective level of progress. Players are advised to use arenas, potions and any other help they can crush before tackling these challenging bosses. For elaborate strategies on desert pest failure, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see guide:Desert pest



strategies. Desert pest is a large, dry, clustered worm with 2,300 healthes (3,680 health in expert mode, and 4,240 health in revenge mode). It is summoned with wilderness medals in the wilderness, and does not spawn naturally. While it is intended to be one of the first struggling chiefs and has relatively simple artificial
intelligence, its intimidating size and speed can easily overwhelm an unsealed player. This has become a further threat in revenge mode, where two smaller desert Scourges join it in the fight, enabling it to fire a barrage of sand bolts from its parts. Desert pest drops weapons themed around utilities, as well as many
victory shards, making materials the primary game. It also drops a lot of angler quest bonuses such as weather radio or Angler earrings. It drops the ocean creath in expert mode, an accessory that peaces several ocean enemies and allows for limitless underwater breathing. In addition, it allows blocks in the sunken sea
to be extracted and enables sandstorm. For elaborate strategies on crabulon failure, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see guide:Crabulon strategies. Crabolone is a 30-health mushroom crab (4,800 in expert mode, and 6,400 in revenge mode) that fought in the glowing mushroom biome. This can be
summoned using Decapodita sprouts while shining in the mushroom biome. While it initially spawned passively, it began to attack once damaged, jumping and lunging at the player. It fires a burst of mushroom projectiles and summons many crab Shrooms and mushroom walls, which float in the direction of players, as it
takes damage. Crabolone releases weapons and materials related to the glowing mushroom biome. It drops clumsy fungal accessories in expert mode, which summons mignons that bind to enemies, draining your health to improve players. For masterful strategies in defeating the mind of the beehoo, including weapons
recommendations and arenas, look at the guide:Beehoo mind strategies. The Bedo mind is a large, brain-like merger with 70 healthes (11,200 in Expert mode, and 14,976 in revenge mode). Using teratoma in corruption or by killing a cando cyst is summoned. For the first stage it's unmovable, it's remote every now and
then, instead relying on many of its corrupt mignons to attack the player. After losing all of his health, it transitions to its second stage, fully recovered and no longer bound to the ground. Now rush and teleports towards the player, perform special dash attacks while That He may summon His servants. Mind The Beehoo
drops weapons themed around corruption and darkness, as well as real shadow scales, which can be used to craft its drops and other items. It drops the rotten brain in expert mode, which increases player strength as their health drops, and causes shadowy rain to fall when they hit. After defeating it for the first time, the
rock will produce aerial rock underground. For masterful strategies in defeating Perforators, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see guide:Perforators strategies. Perforators have three of the meat creams, along with a chief bearah chief, with 11,950 total health divisions over 4 employers (18,121 in expert
mode, and 20,537 in revenge mode). Using bloody cream food in The Crimson or by killing a perforator cyst is summoned. The perforator beano floats on top of the player, firing blood clots and Ikor spots in an upward arc. As it loses health, it spawns perforator creams of increased size and strength. Perforators drop
weapons themed around meat and blood, as well as blood samples, which can be used to craft their drops and more. This bloody worm tooth drop in expert mode, which increases player harm reduction and melee strength, doubles its effects if below half the health. After being first defeated, aerial rock will produce rocks
underground. For masterful strategies in defeating the slime god, including weapons recommendations and arenas, look at the guide:Strategies of the Slime God. The slime god consists of two separate, gigantic slime (Ebonian slime god and Crimulan slime God, both the size of the slime king) and the smaller the core
sludge of God. It has 11,500 total health divisions over 3 employers (18,400 in expert mode, and 24,512 in revenge mode). It is summoned anywhere and at any time with excessive loading sludge. The god will fly his slime around very quickly, trying to charge at the player while leaving a lot of fighting to its Ebonian and
Crimulan slime protectors. This slime will do great jumps towards the player while firing long-term mines, orbs and summoning your minions. When they reach half the health, they are divided into smaller, weaker slime gods who will continue to attack. The slime gods will become stronger depending on which one is killed
first. The slime god drops weapons themed around sludge, mischief, and crimson, as well as refined gels, which can be used to craft its drops and a few late cases before Hardmode. It drops mana polarizer in expert mode, which increases magic abilities at a certain cost. In revenge mode, it also drops a few units of
refined jam, an incredibly valuable item that, when used, prevents almost all damage for a short time. For masterful strategies on Cryogen's failure, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see Guide:Cryogen Strategies. Kryogen I Of the glacial magic sealed with 17,900 health (28,640 in expert mode, and
42,080 in revenge mode). Use a Creeve key to be summoned in the snow biom. It has many phases that it loses through transmission as it health, each with different attacking methods, from firing a barrage of ice blasts to trying to ram players, all while summoning minions to help it. Cryogen drops valuable ice weapons,
as well as frigid bars, which can be used to craft its drops and other Hardmode items. It drops cryogen spirit in expert mode, wing accessories with added bonuses. It also drops Flare Frost in revenge mode, which grants a wide variety of benefits. Its failure first produced cryonic rock in the ice biome and caused NPC
Archmage to move into an accessible home. For elaborate strategies on aquatic pest failure, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see guide:Aquatic pest strategies. Aquatic pest is a mutant ocean pest with 73,0 health (116,800 in expert mode, and 136,0 in revenge mode). It spawns naturally, although very
rarely, in the sulfur sea biome, and can also be summoned manually with seafood. He keeps moving towards the player to ram them both through the ground and through the air. It periodically vomits a burst of many projectiles, from sulfur water and gas clouds homing to teeth. Aquatic pests drop weapons themed
around utilities, much like desert pests that make it the same species. Also the aquatic badge accessories are abandoned in expert mode, which peace ocean enemies, unlimited water breathing grants, and gently interested player statistics while they remain in the water. Defeating it for the first time opens the second
row of the acid rain event. For elaborate strategies on Brimstone's elemental failure, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see guide:Brimstone elemental strategies. The Brimstone element defiled the spirit with 30,000 health (48,000 in expert mode, and 65,600 in revenge mode). He is summoned using an
idle shard in Beyom Brimston Craig. He has three different attacking methods that he switches between accidentally: going around and leaving behind a harmless brimstone eruption, floating frantically above the player while shooting fireballs and darts, and encapsulating himself in highly defensive rose petals while firing
projectile explosions. He also summons mignons called Brimlings, which shoot gravity, influence Brimstone's fiery bullets and follow a similar movement pattern to brimstone's elemental first stage. Brimstone Elemental drops brimstone-themed weapons and accessories, as well as the Gehenna accessory in Expert
mode, which causes brimstone fireballs to occasionally fall from the sky when worn. Defeating him for the first time will allow the Shard ore to be extracted. So Failed, buffeted all his statistics, increased his health to 240,000 (384,000 in expert mode, and 524,800 in revenge mode), and he began dropping Bloodstone.
He also begins to drop Brirose in revenge mode, a mountain with infinite flight time and high speed of movement. For masterful strategies on defeating Calamitas, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see guide:Calamitas Strategy. Kalamitas is a large velvet eye with 37,500 total health (60,0 in Expert mode,
and 82,800 in revenge mode). He is summoned using the eye of destruction at night. Calamitas behave much like the retina, floating around the player and firing lasers at them, though their lasers burst into three quick versions, homing after a short time. After reaching 75% of his health, he gets angry and starts shooting
fireballs. During the struggle he summons his brothers of disaster and disaster. The brothers spit in fiery bullets, sewing flamethrowers and charging towards the player. Kalamitas also spawns a ring of soul lingering around him and a swarm of life lingering in half the health. Kalamitas abandons several weapons and
materials from Kalamitos. He drops a vacuum ordeal in expert mode, a cursed accessory that increases damage by up to 15% and causes brimstone fires to fall from the sky while safety frames are active. After Providence has failed, buffeted all his statistics, his health increases to 112,500 (180,000 in expert mode, and
248,400 in revenge mode), and he begins to drop Bloodstone. For elaborate strategies on defeating Leviathan and Anahita, including weapons and arena recommendations, look at the guide:Leviathan and Anahita strategies. Leviathan is a large aquatic masked by Anahita's lovely appearance. Anahita has 27,400
healthes (43,840 in expert mode, and 66,560 in revenge mode) and must be ??? in the ocean . Leviathan, which appears when Anahita reaches 40% health, has 55,200 health (88,320 in expert mode, and 116,096} in revenge mode). Although he intended to fight after defeating Plantra, they can be summoned at any
point in the game. Anahita will periodically produce an ice shield to protect herself, while attacking the player with various projectiles. Leviathan will spend most of his time with the player, repeatedly setting up meteors and summoning mignons, while occasionally charging the player. If any of them fail, the boss will remain
alive and increase the aggression of their attacks. Leviathan (or Anahita, depending on who gets killed last time) unleashes ocean-funded weapons and accessories. They also drop leviathan Ambergris in expert mode, an accessory that grants many boosts and effects when plunged in liquid and releases toxic seawater
as players move. For masterful strategies in defeating Astrum Aureus, including weapons Arena's recommendations, see guide:Astrum Aureus strategies. For more elaborate strategies on defeating the Goliath Plague Pringer, including weapons and arena recommendations, look at the guide:Goliath's vibe plague
strategies. Goliath plague Breninger is a merger similar to meat and metal contaminated with 81,0 health (129,600 in expert mode, and 170,400 in revenge mode). He is summoned using a Abombination in the forest. Being an infected queen, she has similar attacks, although she has recovered and is much more
dangerous. Arriving at half the health, Goliath Plague will release the Nuke Barrage plague, launching many devastating plague missiles in a quick wake. He will periodically carry out this attack for the rest of the fight. Goliath's Beeringer plague drops weapons using plague and armor-infested plating. He drops a
poisonous heart in expert mode, an accessory that creates a halo of damaging plague around players, though weakens them in high health amounts. For more elaborate strategies on defeating Rooger, including weapons and arena recommendations, look at Guide:Ravager's strategies. Ravager golem ancient meat with
141,665 total health (266,250 in expert mode, and 283,530 in revenge mode), divided across the chief and its five body parts. It is summoned by the death whistle anywhere in the level. It behaves similarly to Golem, trying to jump on the player and slam down on them and hit them with its paws. When its paws and legs
are lost, sparks and fireballs are shot from empty sockets. It will also summon large stone columns, fire launch columns, homing missiles, and after the destruction of his head, laser explosions and white bolts in every direction. Each of its five body parts must be removed before the body itself is damaged. Ravager drops
flesh and bone themed weapons and has two powerful accessories: totem meat, which reduces enemy contact damage in half every 15 seconds, and blood treaties, which double the player's maximum health, but allows them to hit sharply at odds of 25%. Ravager also drops all ingredients into the core of the ordeal as
well as all ingredients to Alloy Life. After Providence has failed, buffeted all its statistics, its health increases to 1,030,000 (1,648,000) totals, and it begins to drop Bloodstone. It also began dropping bloodflare core accessories in expert mode, which grants benefits based on your current health and defense. For masterful
strategies in defeating Astrum Deus, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see Guide:Astrum Deus Strategies. The Asteram Dios is a large metal cream with 562,500 total health (900,0 in Expert mode, and 1,080,0 in revenge mode). It is summoned using The Heart of Titan or Starcore in the Stellar Beacon
at night. Laser fire worms and mines from their parts, and To two when below half its health. In the second stage, defeating each of the worms will end the fight. Astrum Deus drops items with anstral and abundance of lunar parts, as well as allowing Astral ore to be extracted. It drops Bulwark's stellar accessories in
expert mode, which provides immunity to debuff celestial infections and causes celestial stars to fall from the sky when hit. For masterful strategies in defeating cussing guards, including weapons recommendations and arenas, look at the guide:Cuss guards strategies. The guards curse eternal servants to Providence
with a total of 167,500 healthes (254,998 in expert mode, and 298,998 in revenge mode), divided across three entities. They are summoned using a cussing shard in either the underlying world or Halloween during the day. Each of the three institutions serves a different role in the fight and has various attacks, such as
charging, shooting fireballs and flares, and firing holy canes. Cussing guards abandon the core of the swearing, which is used to summon their goddess. Each can also abandon a unique usable mementa item: delivery memorabilia, resilience memorabilia, and convergence memorabilia. For elaborate strategies on
dragonfolly failure, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see guide:Dragonfolly Strategy. Dragonfolly is an electric failed dragon that has 227,500 health (364,000 in expert mode, and 404,000 in revenge mode). It can be summoned using exotic pherumons in the forest. It attacks by flying around and charging
superbly quickly, launching bursts of electric feathers, giving birth copies of itself, and creating stable columns of lightning. Dragonfolly drops weapons themed around birds and red lightning, as well as Effulgent feathers, which are used to craft dragon eggs and Silva armor. It also drops dynamo stem cells in expert mode,
a range accessory that causes the wearer to fire miniature dracone swarmers while attacking. For masterful strategies in defeating Providence, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see Guide:Providence, Cuss goddess strategies. Providence, the goddess of swearing, is a fiery god of light and darkness
with 440,0 health (704,0 in expert mode, and 800,0 in revenge mode). He is Lord's first big boss after the month, and his defeat makes a few previous bosses buffet. He is summoned on Halloween or the underlying world using a cussing core. He has many dangerous attacks, and several different phases, such as hiding
in his cokel while emitting stars and canes, dropping flaming bombs on the player, shooting the molten planet and summoning cussing guards. In addition, he spawned a large crystal above the player or created a sacred Ray fire depending on the biom he was in. During the night his color changes and his attacks
alongside many others are faster and stronger Providence unleashes weapons cussed around the flame, and an abundance of unholy esses and divine geodes. If she makes it on Halloween, she will drop the wings of the very mobile Elise. If he arose in the underlying world, he would drop heavily defensively Elysian
Aegis. He always abandons Raincose, a non-useless case used to summon crystal sentinels, Uelibloom's rock-ord in the med blocks after his first defeat. For masterful strategies in defeating The Hurricane Uffer, including weapons recommendations and arenas, look at the guide:Hurricane-ying strategies. For elaborate
strategies on signus failure, devourer envoys, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see guide:Signus, sent devourer strategies. For elaborate strategies on uninterrupted void failure, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see guide:Uninterrupted vacuum strategies. The Blaster Sentinels are a
collection of three cosmic guards summoned using Raincos in different parts of the world. Uninterrupted vacuums (200/400 health) have been summoned in dungeons, storm-ies (1,000,000/1,600,000 health) in the sky, and Signus, sent devourer (280,000/448,000/712,800 health) in the underlying world. Each sentinel
drops cosmic weapons and accessories, as well as materials for powerful equipment, which also serve as ingredients for cosmic worms. For masterful strategies in defeating Polterghast, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see Guide:Polterghast Strategies. Polterghast integrates ethereal raven with
412,500 health (660,000 in expert mode, and 792,000 in revenge mode). It can be summoned by killing 30 phantom spirits or using a necropsmic lantern in a dungeon. It has 3 different shapes and different attacks from spitting bouncing bolts and mines to trying to rams to players and hit them with their hooks, all while
summoning minions and clones of their own to help it. Polterghast drops weapons with fantoplasmic themed, as well as ruined souls, which are used to craft Bloodflare armor. It also drops affliction accessories in expert mode, which award various powerful buffs to the player and his teammates. Its failure causes the Avis
and Mignos of the sea of sulfur to drop weapons and Eidolon Wyrms adults naturally spawn in the lower layers of the abyss. For elaborate strategies on defeating the old Duke, including weapons recommendations and arenas, look at Guide:The Old Duke Strategies. The Old Duke is an old fisherman with 750,0 health
(1,200,0 in expert mode, and 1,600,0 in revenge mode). The old Duke spawns acid after the event is finished or can be summoned by fishing with blood cream. It has 3 phases and multiple attacks, from charging in players to creating a massive sulfur vortex. Its main mechanics are accounting for player movement before
charging, Predict where the player will move. The old Duke unleashes weapons with Themed sulphur and mutant mushrooms in Expert Mode, which summons an old mini-duke that charges enemies. For masterful strategies in defeating the devouring of the gods, including weapons recommendations and arenas, look at
the guide:Devour the strategies of the gods. Devouring the gods is a massive cosmic worm with a total of 1,825,0 health (2,920,0 in expert mode, and 3,360,0 in revenge mode). Devouring the gods is a difficult boss, requiring significant preparation before trying to fight, and causing numerous changes in the world after
its failure. It is summoned with cosmic worms anywhere at any time. Devouring the gods drops weapons with cosmic themed, as well as Cosmilite bars, the all-hymn after-month lord material. It also drops nebulous core accessories in expert mode, which summons protective sly stars, player injury buffs, and awards the
chance to revive players after they have fatal damage. For elaborate strategies on Yharon's failure, including weapons recommendations and arenas, see Guide:Dragon Forest, Yharon Strategy. Dragon Forest, Yharon dragon god with 2,275,000 health (3,640,000 in expert mode, and 4,040,000 in revenge mode). He is
summoned with a dragon egg in the forest. Yharon is incredibly powerful and has dozens of attacks and several phases, each harder than the last. Some of his attacks include spewing explosive flames, summoning massive flarenados, ramming out at great speeds, and creating many rings of fireballs while flying in fast
loops. His second stage after defeating his first stage is very difficult because Yaharon rehabbed all his health and then attacks the player by throwing fireballs, creating a ring of flares and charging following a teleport. After his first-stage defeat, the solar eclipses become significantly more difficult and the enemies will
start dropping the Darkson pieces. Once his second stage has failed, Orrick Orr, one of the ultimate craft materials, will produce underground. Dragon Forest, Yharon drops weapons themed around dragons and fire, as well as Yharim gift accessories in Expert Mode, which bestows numerous powerful buffs and leaves
behind the dragon dust blast as the player moves on. For masterful strategies at defeating excellent Kalamitas, including weapons recommendations and arenas, look at the guide:Calamitas' excellent strategies. Calamitas is an excellent ultra-powerful brimstone superboss, generally now regarded as the toughest boss in
the Ordeal Mod. He has 5,0,0,0 health (8,0,0,000 in expert mode, and 8,800,000 in revenge mode, and he is summoned at any point in time with the eye of extinction, and the great Attacks of Kalamitas are primarily massive waves or floods of projectiles, which are too hard to dodge, which become more agitated and
introduce more elements as combat. He also summons servants to help him like his brothers, Soul Salks and Sepulcher. His main drop is Calamitous Essence, which is used for Shadowspec rod crafts, the ultimate craft material. He can also drop various developer items directly. The giant oyster is a mini-boss of large
oysters with 1,250 (2,500) health in pre-hardmode, and 7,500 (15,0) in Hardmud. This makes oysters near offensive and attacks with a long distance on top of the player and closes its shell, spawning additional oysters. In Hardmode, it achieves additional attacks using mental pearls. It can be found unusually in the
sunken sea. Releases the giant pearl in the pre-hard drive. At Hardmode, it's in addition to Mollusk shell drops, poseidons, oyster guns, oyster staff, and oyster crushers. It also drops the king of the sea if he is not present in the world. Earth Element is a large armored mini-boss based on earth with 3,800 (7,600) health. It
travels through the blocks, floating directly at the player to deal with the contact injury. It also shoots the explosion of rock projectiles at the player. It rarely appears in the cave layer during Hardmode, often lurking unwinglying players. It drops ground and rocks related weapons such as aftershocks, magnum slag and
earth pike, as well as dry artifacts that start sandstorms shortly after use. The well-armored cloud element is an air-based mini boss with 6,000 (12,000) health. He attacks by summoning sets of three tornadoes that linger for a certain period of time before summoning them again. He can be rarely found in space during
Hardmode while it rains. He drops the eye of the storm, which summons an elemental cloud-friendly and can be crafted into the heart of the elements, as well as a saber storm. Cragmaw Mire has sulphuric shells like mini-boss with 6,000/10,800 health in tier 2 and 46,600/83,880 health in Tier 3 that spawned at the acid
rain event after the failed aquatic pest. Fires lasers and bubbles. In the third category, he takes the second stage, in which he shoots the teeth at the player and pulls them towards it with a tether. The fuel container is spent and abandons the nuclear rod. The armored seeker is a mini-boss of steel cream with 20,0 (40,0)
health that spawns in the cave layer after plantra failure. It attacks by charging at the player and rotating, similar to terminator. It also fires small yellow projectiles from its parts that fall and remain on the ground. It drops satanic bone ash, suspected plating, mysterious circuit, and sometimes, remote Draedon that
summons buffet species from three mechanical bosses. The Great Sand Shark is a mini-boss of the Mofergh Sandstorm shark with 80 (12,800/17,600) health. Swims through the sand and leaps to attack the player with special gestures, while summoning sand sharks to help. or spawn after killing 10 sand sharks, or
Summoned using the Sandstorm core in the wilderness. It drops large scales, which can be used to craft powerful upgrades to previous weapons. The Beeringer Plague is a biomechanics mini-boss with 30 (60) health. It acts much like Queen Bay, cycling between horizontal rams and shooting stingers from above while
spawning plague chargers. It appears to be accidentally in the woods after Golem failed, making the area quite dangerous to residents until the player gaines stronger gear. It drops an abundance of canisters plague cells, which can be crafted into several plague-related cases. It also sometimes drops the plague fuel
pack, a rogue-based accessory. Mauler is a mini-boss of a mutant shark with 165,0 (330,0) health. At first it is passive, only attacking the player if they get too close or do damage to it. When aggressive, it swims very fast towards the player while shooting sulphuric dead in them. It also explodes if it is out of the water too
long. It rarely spawns in a sulfur sea. Several sharks drop finn as well as sulfuric acid balls after the poltergast broke. The Big Squid is a massive cephaloprodic mini-boss with 220,000 (440,000) health. At first it is passive, only attacking the player if they get too close or do damage to it. When aggressive, it attempts to
float on players and crush them underneath themselves or shoot ink bombs. Appears in Abe's third layer. It drops a lot of black ink, as well as cry kalakari after poltergast failed. Shark Drew is a brutal yet secretly mini-boss with 190,000 (380,000) health. At first it is passive, only attacking the player if they get too close or
do damage to it. When aggressive, it swims towards the player, unable to cross the block, as well as charge them occasionally. Appears in the two lowest layers of Abe. After Poltergast fails, the 2dick, deep sea dumbbell, tooth drew and drew, along with anchovyk cover. Eidolon Wyrms massive spooky serpent mini
bosses. Eidolon Wyrm teens have 160,000 (320,000) health, while Eidolon Wyrm adults have 1,000,000 (2,000,000) health. They initially float near the player and do not suffer any injuries, but will become hostile in the event of an attack. They are attacked by dealing with contact damage with their heads, as well as
summoning ice chunks and lightning streaks. Adults will also throw the player around with a Keynesian trap. They appear in the two lowest layers of Abe, spawning adults through the use of disciode rods in Abe, or naturally after Poltergast has failed. They leave the abundance of lumenil, ectoplasm and Voidstone, as
well as the edge of the soul and Yal Edulic after the defeat of Poltergast. Nuclear terror a mini-boss of radioactive crustaceans like with (576,672) Health. The player attacks with a long distance and firing a barrage of radiated shots. This spawned during the acid rain event after Polterghast failed. The heart of gamma
drops the Mod ordeal adds several differences to vanilla bosses ranging from drops to behavior in other troubled cases.   [Link] click/tap here to show this content. (There may be a bit of a delay) [/link] This table requires JavaScript to be enabled and site toolbars turned on for display. You can also view data on another
page. Resistance [Editing | Edit Source] Mod Ordeal also corrects the amount of damage certain projectiles do to specific employers. Boss Progression[edit | edit source] Boss summoning items[edit | edit source] The Calamity Mod enables town NPCs to sell boss summons after that boss has been killed in the world.
Many summoning items are sold before Hardmode by Dryad and many hardmode summoning items are sold by The Witch Doctor. See also[edit | edit source] Source]
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